Kentdale Blue
Grey Slate
Kentdale Blue Grey is a beautiful mid blue grey slate
with a true, non shiny “natural slate” texture which is
very reminiscent of our own indigenous slates. The
reserves which the quarry work are regarded as
some of strongest and hardest in the region. This
Quarry has been extracting and exporting slate
around the World for over 40 years now. The company produces over 3.7 million mtr2 of slate roofing
per year. The raw slate is a true slate which has undergone the metamorphic process of physical and
chemical changes within its structure due to the heat
and pressure encountered since it was laid down in
the Ordovician Period over 400 million years ago.
This gives the finished roofing slate the strength and
durability to withstand the rigours of protecting us
from the elements. It also give the slates the distinctive rugged texture and allows the slating contractor
to work with it in a very traditional manner. The quality of the slate has been recognised by a number of
local and special planning authorities around the UK
who approve of this slate as a high quality cost effective alternative to traditionally used slates without
compromising on the finished aesthetics of the project.
The producers are very quality conscious and the
slate is regularly and rigorously tested to the current
BSEN12326-1:2004 and attains A1, T1, and S1 certification. Every crate bears the current testing data
along with a production reference which allows for
traceability from the quarry face through to delivery to
site.
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SLATE SPECIFICATIONS
Country of Origin:
Spain

Colours:
Blue Grey

Texture:
Medium Riven Texture

Thickness:
Prime - 5mm Nominal
Prime - 7mm Nominal
Prime - 8mm Nominal

Sizes:
600x300mm
500x300mm
500x250mm

400x250mm
450x220mm

Other Size options are available.

Supply:

Performance:
TESTING

BSEN12326-1:2004

Water Absorption

A1 Result

Thermal Cycles Test

T1 Result

Sulphur Dioxide Test

S1 Result

Guarantee

Quarry Backed 30 year guarantee.
Available on request.

Unit 15 & 16, Airfield Approach Business Park
Flookburgh
Grange over Sands
Cumbria
LA11 7NG
England

www.slate.uk.com

Extensive stocks are held at our
distribution centres.
Nationwide and International delivery
can be arranged for immediate despatch.
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